As the nation's leading organization of physicians who care for women, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) is committed to ensuring access to the full spectrum of quality obstetric and gynecological care for all patients.

ACOG has long opposed unnecessary, unjustified government restrictions on access to medical care and has consistently urged politicians to listen to medical experts when making policy that affects women's health. Still, in the past decade alone, states have pursued hundreds of statutes and regulations that undermine evidence-based medicine, impose barriers to care for women, and threaten the patient-physician relationship.

Abortion is one of the safest medical procedures performed in the United States—safer than other routine medical procedures and substantially safer than childbirth. Yet, in many states, restrictions single out abortion from other outpatient procedures and impose medically unnecessary requirements designed to reduce access to abortion.

The recent Supreme Court decision in June Medical Services LLC v. Russo once again affirmed that abortion access is a constitutionally protected right. Congress must act now to prevent ongoing state legislative efforts to restrict abortion access by enacting the Women’s Health Protection Act (S. 1645/H.R. 2975).

WHAT IS THE WOMEN’S HEALTH PROTECTION ACT? The Women’s Health Protection Act (WHPA) would safeguard physicians and their patients from ideological state restrictions on safe, medically-appropriate care, including:

- Bans on abortion prior to viability that are a direct violation of constitutional rights
- Requirements that clinicians counsel patients using medically inaccurate information
- Restrictions on medication abortion
- Mandated medical procedures and protocols, such as forcing pregnant patients to undergo ultrasounds and endure mandatory delays
- Superfluous regulatory standards for abortion facilities and clinicians that are not applied to health care services with similar safety records

HOW DO STATE RESTRICTIONS NEGATIVELY IMPACT REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE?

Government restrictions that regulate medical practice without scientific justification impede access to abortion services and punish the clinicians who provide care, including by:

- **Criminalizing health care professionals.** Many state laws restricting abortion care impose civil, professional, and even criminal penalties on physicians. No physician should be criminalized for providing compassionate, evidence-based, and needed medical care.
- **Pushing abortion care out of reach.** Imposing hurdles such as mandatory waiting periods and multiple trips to a clinic prior to the provision of care can delay this time-sensitive service, potentially increasing the risks or making it completely inaccessible. The consequences of being unable to obtain an abortion profoundly impact a person's life, health, and well-being.
- **Exacerbating inequities.** Structural inequities in the health care system and society mean that communities of color, people who must travel long distances to access care, and people with low incomes already face the most barriers to comprehensive reproductive health care, including abortion. These communities are disproportionately affected by restrictions on abortion care, which further widen the health care gap and exacerbate structural inequities.
- **Imposing administrative burdens on physicians.** Needless requirements such as mandating that facilities meet the physical plant standards of hospitals; that staffing, drug, equipment, and medical records be maintained at unnecessary levels; and that physicians performing abortions in the clinic setting obtain hospital admitting privileges, do not improve patient safety or quality of care and can result in clinic closures.
- **Compromising informed consent.** Laws that require physicians to provide or steer patients toward medically inaccurate scripted information are in direct violation of a physician's oath to care. They infringe on the patient-physician relationship and manipulate informed consent, an ethical doctrine that is rooted in the concept of self-determination and the fundamental understanding that people have the right to make their own decisions regarding their own health.

WHAT DO THE MEDICAL EXPERTS SAY ABOUT UNDUE GOVERNMENT RESTRICTIONS ON HEALTH CARE?

- The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, in reviewing the state of science on all methods of abortion, reaffirmed that abortion is safe and that the greatest threats to the quality of abortion care in the U.S. are unnecessary and burdensome government restrictions.
- ACOG, along with colleague organizations across the women's health and primary care fields, led a rigorous review of the available evidence and guidelines that inform safe delivery of outpatient care. In the published findings, the authors note that in policy and law, regulation of abortion is frequently treated differently from other health services and that false concerns for patient safety are being used as a justification for promoting regulations that specifically target abortion.
- Major medical organizations, including the American Medical Association, have consistently joined ACOG in legal briefs opposing state attempts to unduly impede abortion care, including before the U.S. Supreme Court.
- Protecting the patient-physician relationship is a critical tenet of the practice of medicine, as affirmed by ACOG and other medical societies such as the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Academy of Family Physicians, and the American College of Physicians.
- Twelve women's health care organizations, including ACOG, expressed alarm over increasing restrictions on women's reproductive health care access, particularly abortion, emphasizing that "lack of access to reproductive health care has negative consequences for women’s health.”

Passing the Women's Health Protection Act is a critical step in protecting women and their physicians from unwarranted government intrusions into the practice of medicine and the patient-physician relationship. Ideological state abortion restrictions undermine physicians’ ability to practice the full scope of obstetrics and gynecology and impose additional, sometimes insurmountable, barriers to abortion access. ACOG urges Congress to partner with medical experts to improve access to safe, high quality care and pass the Women's Health Protection Act without delay.
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